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AN EXACT CALCULATION!
(55/5 = 16/12 = 12/4)

Here, we shall together witness the miraculous exact “number of occurrences” of
these celestial bodies (=Sun and Moon & Night and Day & Stars and Planets) in the
Quran-Testament, as they are thus Most-Intelligently and Most-Masterfully mentioned
and placed therein beforehand, and thereby are thus correspondingly gathered together
and coded again thereafter under number “19,” on both sides, by the Most-Wise Almighty,
herein.
Thus, our Most-Wise Almighty, by planning and bestowing upon us herein such a
wonderful celestial Miracle, again using the very same principles that are absolutely
intrinsic and fundamental within His most singular and incredible 19 code & system
(please, certainly remember again The Testament 74/26-31 in this regard), which we have
already together comprehensively and clearly witnessed in all of our previous documents,
may finally also thus be reminding us again with these very critical Messages herein,
ultimately:
====================
28- Thus Almighty will know that they (those Messengers) have definitely delivered
the Messages of their Lord; and He has thus surrounded all that are with them;
and He has thus counted (=ahsaa) every wanted-thing --with/in-- number (=adadan)!
(The Quran-Testament 72/28)
*******
27- But certainly they became not expecting a calculation (=hisaaban)!
28- And thus they (those disbelievers) rejected now Our --thus mathematical-- Signs
with an utter rejection!
29- But every wanted-thing, We have thus counted it (=ahsaynahu) --as/within-a Written-Document (=Ketaaban)!
(The Quran-Testament 78/27-29)
====================
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So let us together see these most basic and critical Verses in the Quran-Testament, in this
regard, first of all:
====================
5- the Sun (=al-shamsu) and the Moon (=al-qamaru) are --with/in-- an exact
calculation (=behusbaanen)! (The Testament 55/5)
*******
12- and He committed in your service the Night (=al-layla) and the Day (=al-nahaara),
and the Sun (=al-shamsa) and the Moon (=al-qamara);
and the Stars (=al-nujuumu) are also --thereafter-- committed by His command!
Certainly, there are sure --thus mathematical-- Signs (=laAayaten) in this, for a people who
would reflect --on it! (The Testament 16/12)
====================
So based on these most critical and basic Verses above, we shall put, first of all, these
celestial bodies now in “twoers/pairs” again --based on this most fundamental Verse
again (=39/23) in this respect, of course-- thus, in order to clearly find this exact
calculation (=behusbaanen) and the sure --thus mathematical-- Signs (=laAayaten)
therein, as already strongly thus been indicated by Almighty in the above Verses,
thereafter:
the Moon (=al-qamar),

the Sun (=al-shams),

the Night (=al-layl),

the Day (=al-nahaar),

the Stars (=al-nujuum),

?

So now in order to clearly find herein, what we shall have to put with/across “the Stars”
(=al-nujuum) above, we have to directly see these related most critical and relevant Verses,
in this regard, thus herein:
====================
2- And when the Stars (=al-nujuumu) are dispersed! (The Testament 81/2)
2- And when the Planets (=al-kavaakebu) are scattered! (The Testament 82/2)
====================
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So therefore, we can now clearly see that we shall definitely put with/across “the Stars”
(=al-nujuumu) above, thus “the Planets” (=al-kavaakebu) therein:
the Stars (=al-nujuum),

the Planets (=al-kavaakeb),

But all these other: the Night (=al-layl) and the Day (=al-nahaar), and the Stars
(=al-nujuum), have thus already been specifically mentioned and emphasized together
with that initial and most specific: the Moon (=al-qamar) and the Sun (=al-shams), within
these most critical and basic Verses (55/5 = 16/2) as we have firstly already seen above,
so where has this “the Planets” (=al-kavaakeb) been specifically mentioned and
emphasized then again together with that most specific: the Moon (=al-qamar) and
the Sun (=al-shams), first of all? Then here, it is:
====================
Then Joseph said to his father: O my father, certainly I have seen eleven Planets
(=kavkaban), and the Sun (=al-shamsa) and the Moon (=al-qamara); I have seen them
prostrating before me! (The Testament 12/4)
====================
So thereby, we can now clearly see where we shall look for, and hopefully definitely find
this exact calculation (=behusbaanen), and the sure --thus mathematical-- Signs
(=laAayaten), as strongly thus been indicated by Almighty in the above Verses --within
those purely same simple and straightforward principles we have exactly followed before,
in each and every of His magnificent Plannings, in our previous documents-- herein, in this
case, again, thus:
the Moon (=al-qamar),
Moon (=qamar),

the Sun (=al-shams),
Sun (=shams),

the Night (=al-layl),
Night (=layl),

the Day (=al-nahaar),
Day (=nahaar),

the Stars (=al-nujuum),
Star/s (=najm),

the Planets (=al-kavaakeb),
Planet/s (=kavkab),

** Please, definitely notice herein that, in that related most basic Verse (=16/12) it has especially been given
as “the Stars” (=al-nujuum) therein, hence we rightfully put with/across it = “the Planets” (=al-kavaakeb),
above, firstly; and then in that related most basic second Verse (=12/4) it has this time been especially given
as “Planet/s” (=kavkab) therein, hence we rightfully put with/across it = “Star/s” (=najm), above, secondly,
within the last celestials.
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So let us now together remember herein then those most critical and basic Verses again,
in the Quran-Testament, in which Almighty profoundly describes and thus unmistakably
informs us about this miraculous 19 code & system, now also in this regard, herein
thus:
====================
23- The Authority has sent-down -herein- the nicest Utterance as a written-record,
consisting of similar --Celestial Bodies-- in pairs/twoers (=mutashaabehan mathaanea)!
** We shall see on the next pages in this regard those 6 special Celestial Bodies, as they are thus Most-Wisely
mentioned and placed by Almighty therein, in a unique manner, and precise number of times in the whole
Quran-Testament, which thereby eventually shall give us in the end thus --from semantical and structural
standpoint-- similar (=mutashaabehan) magnificent 3 pairs/twoers (=mathaanea) of special Celestial
Bodies, therein, thus:
the Moon (=al-qamar),
Moon (=qamar),

&
&

the Sun (=al-shams),
Sun (=shams),

the Night (=al-layl),
Night (=layl),

&
&

the Day (=al-nahaar),
Day (=nahaar),

the Stars (=al-nujuum),
Star/s (=najm),

&
&

the Planets (=al-kavaakeb),
Planet/s (=kavkab),

The skins of those who reverence their Lord cringe therefrom, then their skins and their
hearts do soften to -this- Commemoration (=Dhekr) of The Authority!
This is also the Guidance (=Hudaa) of The Authority, He guides with it whomever He
wants; but whomever The Authority makes-stray (because of their own betrayal;
2/26-27), there can be no Guide for them -thereafter! (The Testament 39/23)
====================
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====================
26- So (now) I will get him into Uprooter!
27- And what made you know what an Uprooter!
-----------------------------------It does not let-last,

--------------------------------------and It does not let-stay,

(thereafter, it presents)
------------------------------Tables
------------------------------for the humanity.
30-

Upon it (there shall be) “19!”

** We shall see on the next pages in this regard those defective (because one of them refers to (not a Night)
but to a mere Darkness, on the left side, and one of them refers to (not a Day) but to a mere Brightness, on the
right side) thus 2 defective Celestials therein, as:
-------------------------------------layl (=darkness),

&

---------------------------------------nahar (=brightness),

which will therefore thus together be rightfully excluded and eliminated therein, on both sides, by this
heavenly Uprooter (=Saqara) system; but then it shall also definitely present to us those 3 pairs of major
and intact Celestials, as we have seen previously, within perfect Tables (=Levvaahatun), as all of them exactly
coded under number “19” therein, on both sides again, just as it has thus again Wisely been pointed out
in the above Verses, thereafter!

31- And We did not make the guardians of the Fire, except Angels; and We did not make
their number (=19), except as a test for the disbelievers; thus
= the ones who were given the Scripture (=Jews & Christians & Arabs) herein may attain
certainty, and the believers may augment belief,
= those who were given the Scripture (=Jews & Christians & Arabs) and the believers
hereby shall not doubt,
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= but the ones in whose hearts (there is) an illness, and the disbelievers herein shall say:
What is it that The Authority -really- intended by this allegory (the allegory that has
already been cited in the above 26-30. Verses)? The Authority thus makes-stray
(=yudellu) with it, whomever He wants (because of their own betrayal; 2/26), and guides
(=yahdee) with it, whomever He wants (because of their own loyalty and sincerity; 13/27).
And none can know the armies of your Lord, except He; and it (=that Uprooter cited in
the above 26-30. Verses) is not, except a Commemorative (=Dhekraa) for the humanity!
(The Testament 74/26-31)
** We must have also thus already solidly perceived the very close relation between these Verses (74/26-31)
and that Verse (39/23) that we have previously seen, through the very critical keywords herein such as
Commemorative (=Dhekraa), Commemoration (=Dhekr), and then guides (=yahdee), and makes-stray
(=yudellu) used and emphasized in both of these specific Verses, which thus basically and exactly signals
to us this same celestial “mathematical planning” thus in the end, within the Quran-Testament! (please, also
certainly see again now The Testament 39/23 = 74/26-31 in this regard.)

====================

So now, let us together see herein all those special Celestial Bodies, as they are thus
specifically mentioned by Almighty --within all of these “Chapter/Verse” no’s-- in the entire
Quran-Testament, before witnessing this heavenly Planning, manifestly thereafter again,
herein, first of all, thus:

al-qamar (=the moon)
mentioned 26 times, in total
6/77
6/96
7/54
10/5
12/4

13/2
14/33
16/12
21/33
22/18

qamar (=moon)
mentioned 1 time, in total
25/61

29/61
31/29
35/13
36/39
36/40

39/5
41/37
41/37
54/1
55/5

71/16
74/32
75/8
75/9
84/18

91/2
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al-shams (=the sun)
mentioned 32 times, in total
2/258
6/78
6/96
7/54
10/5
12/4

13/2
14/33
16/12
17/78
18/17
18/86

18/90
20/130
21/33
22/18
25/45
27/24

29/61
31/29
35/13
36/38
36/40
39/5

41/37
41/37
50/39
55/5
71/16
75/9

81/1
91/1

17/78
17/79
20/130
21/20
21/33
21/42
22/61
22/61
23/80
24/44
25/47
25/62

27/86
28/71
28/73
30/23
31/29
31/29
34/33
35/13
35/13
36/37
36/40
37/138

39/5
39/5
39/9
40/61
41/37
41/38
45/5
50/40
51/17
52/49
57/6
57/6

73/2
73/6
73/20
73/20
74/33
76/26
78/10
81/17
84/17
89/4
91/4
92/1

shams (=sun)
mentioned 1 time, in total
76/13

al-layl (=the night)
mentioned 73 times, in total
2/164
2/187
2/274
3/27
3/27
3/113
3/190
6/13
6/60
6/76
6/96
7/54

10/6
10/27
10/67
11/81
11/114
13/3
13/10
14/33
15/65
16/12
17/12
17/12

layl (=night)
mentioned 5 times, in total
10/24
17/1

44/23
71/5

76/26

93/2
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al-nahaar (=the day)
mentioned 53 times, in total
2/164
2/274
3/27
3/27
3/72
3/190
6/13
6/60
7/54
10/6

10/45
10/67
11/114
13/3
13/10
14/33
16/12
17/12
17/12
20/130

21/20
21/33
21/42
22/61
22/61
23/80
24/44
25/47
25/62
27/86

28/72
28/73
30/23
31/29
31/29
34/33
35/13
35/13
36/37
36/40

46/35

71/5

37/88
52/49

56/75
77/8

39/5
39/5
40/61
41/37
41/38
45/5
57/6
57/6
73/7
73/20

nahaar (=day)
mentioned 4 times, in total
10/24

10/50

al-nujuum (=the stars)
mentioned 9 times, in total
6/97
7/54

16/12
22/18

al-kavaakeb (=the planets)
mentioned 2 times, in total
37/6

82/2

kavkab (=planet/s)
mentioned 3 times, in total
6/76

12/4

24/35

81/2

78/11
91/3
92/2
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So now, after this, we can herein together witness this 19 coded celestial Miracle,
manifestly again, thus:

total number
of occurrences

total number
of occurrences

the Moon (=al-qamar)

26

32

the Sun (=al-shams)

Moon (=qamar)

1

1

Sun (=shams)

the Night (=al-layl)

73

53

the Day (=al-nahaar)

Night (=layl)

5

4

Day (=nahaar)

the Stars (=al-nujuum)

9

2

the Planets (=al-kavaakeb)

Star/s (=najm)

0

3

Planet/s (=kavkab)

_______________ _______________

19x 19x
…

…

============================================================
Darkness (=layl)

1

1

Brightness (=nahar)
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** Firstly, we should definitely notice and know herein that in our above Table, that eliminated form “nahar,”
on the right side, has thus been mentioned by Almighty in this Verse (=54/54) in the Quran-Testament
as clearly referring to a (=brightness), and certainly not to a regular “nahaar” (=day) like the others on our
Table above; so it is rightfully to be eliminated on the right side --most basically, based on that in this regard
most fundamental Verse (74/28) again, of course-- in this respect, first of all.
Thereafter, that excluded form “layl,” on the left side, has thus been mentioned by Almighty in this
Verse (=28/72) in the Quran-Testament as clearly referring again this time to a (=darkness; because it has
been used just as the exact opposite of that “luminosity” (=deyaa) therein, in 28/71), and certainly not to a
regular “layl” (=night) like the others on our Table above; so it is rightfully to be excluded again on the left
side, --most basically, based on that in this regard most fundamental Verse (74/28) again, of course-- in this
respect, thereafter.
** Secondly, we should also certainly know herein that, this other specific -feminine- form (=laylatu), which
is mentioned --8 times in total-- by Almighty in the Quran-Testament is definitely and rightfully not to be
taken into consideration for/within this celestial Planning at all, because this “laylatu” (=overNight)
has always thus basically been used by Almighty as an exact antonym/parallel to that “yavmu” (=overDay)
(please, see now, for example, 34/18 in this regard); but within this miraculous celestial Planning, Almighty
has already strongly indicated to us to look for this exact calculation and --thus mathematical-- Signs herein
only in that “layl” (=Night) and its exact antonym/parallel “nahaar” (=Day) herein, from the very beginning!
(please, certainly remember again 55/5 = 16/12 in this regard.)
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So now let us together see herein some of those very basic and critical Verses in the
Quran-Testament, in which Almighty has --with His own eternal superb knowledge and
deep wisdom-- already miraculously informed us beforehand about how all those various
peoples and also individuals would react to these of His 19 coded magnificent Plannings,
when they come out in this predetermined Final Age, in this predestined marvelous
Cornerstone Scripture, as also thus already been well prophesied by all those of His major
Prophets (=herein, most especially, Moses & Jesus & David & Muhammad, in this regard),
as we have already clearly and comprehensively witnessed each of them in our previous
documents.
====================
7- He is the One who has thus sent down upon you the Written-Record (=alKetaab; this is a
most basic term referring to each of that specific Written-Records containing each of His magnificent
19 code & systems therein, all of which are mainly always thus created upon perfect twoers/pairs by Him;
as we have consistently referred to it already herein, and also within all of our previous documents, just
before witnessing each of His magnificent 19 code & systems thereafter, therein; 39/23 = 74/26-31);

from it there are established Signs (=Aayatun muhkamatun; these are all those 19 coded “Signs”
on our Tables, each and every time), these are the mother/basic-part of the Written-Record,
and the others are non-established (=mutashabehatun; these are all those disqualified “Signs”
under our Tables, each and every time).
The ones in whose hearts there is a deviance will be following the non-established-ones
(=tashabaha; those disqualified “Signs” under our Tables, each and every time) from it, thus to seek a
discord, and thus seeking its interpretation! And none knows its interpretation, except
The Almighty, and the deep-ones in knowledge; thereafter, they say: We have believed in it,
all of it (=those established “Signs” on the Tables, and then those non-established “Signs” under the
Tables) are all from our Lord!
But none will take-Commemoration (=Dhekr; this is again one of the most basic terms referring to
each of His magnificent 19 code & systems, which are mainly always thus created upon perfect twoers/pairs
by Him herein; 39/23 = 74/26-31), except the possessors of intelligence!
(The Quran-Testament 3/7)
(** We should definitely perceive and know herein that to create all of those established Signs, and then
perfectly code them under number “19,” on both sides, on all of those Tables --as we have clearly witnessed it
in each of His magnificent Plannings in our previous documents so far-- requires a heavenly most Superb and
most Wise --unmatchable and incredible-- capability of our Almighty, in the first place;
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and then also to be able to create all of those non-established Signs thereafter --within an exact similar and
parallel logic, and equal numbers, each and every time-- again on both sides, under all of those Tables --as
we have clearly witnessed it again in each of His magnificent Plannings in our previous documents so far-requires a heavenly most Skilled and most Astute --unmatchable and fabulous-- capability of our Almighty
again, also in the second place!
But as Almighty has already unmistakably emphasized it in the above Verse, this magnificent and wonderful
phenomena will only be rightfully perceived and correctly understood, and then thereafter shall truthfully be
appreciated by His sincere and knowledgeable servants only; not the others, who may have a strong deviance
and a dire illness (hatred, ego, jealousy etc.) in their hearts, as already thus firmly been stressed by Almighty
in both of these most critical Verses in this regard. (3/7 = 74/31) Thereby, they shall unfortunately and
ardently work to seek a discord and any imperfection in His magnificent Plannings, and so may definitely
taste its rightful and well deserved consequences from Him, when that future Hour comes. (41/40 & 34/5 &
20/127 & …)

====================
====================
114- …and He is the One who has thus sent-down upon you the Written-Record (=alKetaab;
a most basic term again referring to each of that specific Written-Records containing each of His magnificent
19 code & systems therein, all of which are mainly always thus created upon perfect twoers/pairs by Him;
as we have consistently referred to it already herein, and also within all of our previous documents, just
prior to witnessing each of His magnificent 19 code & systems thereafter, therein; 39/23 = 74/26-31),

well separated. And those to whom We have given the Scripture (=Torah & Gospel &
Quran) shall know full well that it has thus been sent down from your Lord as the Truth;
then you shall not be from those doubters!
115- And the Words (=Kalematu; referring to all those 19 coded “Words” on our Tables) has thus
become complete in rightfulness, and in equality --for/within those both sides!
There can be none to change His Words (=leKalematehe) --thereafter! And He is the hearer,
the knower. (The Quran-Testament 6/114-115)
*******
46- But from the Jews there are those who are displacing the Words (=alkalema) from their
right places/contexts (=mavaadiehe), and they are saying: We have heard and disobeyed! …
(The Quran-Testament 4/46)
41- … and they are also listening to some other people who did not come to you, so they too
are displacing the Words (=alkalema) from their right places/contexts (=mavaadiehe),
and then they are saying: If you are given this, then take it; but if you are not given it, then
beware! And whomever The Almighty thus intends their deviance, you cannot help them
against The Almighty with nothing, thereafter! … (The Quran-Testament 5/41)
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(** We should again definitely remember and know herein that all those 19 coded specific Words, that
we have clearly seen in each of our previous documents, have all been most precisely planned therein
by the Most-Wise Almighty beforehand --based on their rightful contexts and structures-- to be perfectly
paired off therein, thereafter. (please, especially remember, for example, that Awesome & Unique Miracles
in this regard, in the first place.) And now although the Sons of Jacob (=Israeli Jews) and then the Sons of
Ishmael (=Saudi Arabs) are the ones who should be the first to clearly recognize and fully support this
most critical and most beneficial “Messenger/Message of Covenant” in this Final Age (because it has
unmistakably thus been prophesied, and thus already been fully supported especially by prophet David
and then also especially by prophet Muhammad, as we have clearly and fundamentally witnessed it
in our first two critical documents, and then in others as well), many of them will unfortunately be the
most ardent adversaries against this most miraculous “Messenger/Message of Covenant” in this Final Age,
because of some strong deviance and dire illness in their hearts (hatred, jealousy, ego, etc. please, certainly
see now The Quran-Testament 2/90 & 2/109 & 5/82 & 9/97-98 in this regard), and consequently they will
always try to nullify these flawless and magnificent Plannings of Almighty by using those kind of ill and
incompetent approaches (=trying to wrongfully change and displace those specific Words from their rightful
places/contexts (=mavaadiehe), that they may not give those miraculous 19 coded results, perfectly, on
both sides), as already thus clearly been indicated by Almighty in the above critical Verses, and in some
crucial others as well. (4/46 & 5/41 & 2/75 & …) But then also many sincere and honest believers among
these Sons of Jacob (=Israeli Jews) and then these Sons of Ishmael (=Saudi Arabs) will clearly recognize and
then fully and rightfully support this most critical and most beneficial “Messenger/Message of Covenant” in
this Final Age, and they shall thereby hopefully certainly be among/with those most Righteous herein, and
in the hereafter, for eternity. (please, certainly see now The Quran-Testament 4/162 & 9/99 & 57/19 & 4/69
in this regard.)

====================
====================
192- And certainly, it is a sent-down-revelation (=latanzeelu; a most basic term again referring
to His specific “sending down” (=nazzala) of each of those magnificent 19 code & systems, which are mainly
always thus created upon perfect twoers/pairs by Him again herein; 39/23 = 74/26-31) of the Lord of

the worlds.
193- The honest Spirit (=Gabriel) thus brought it down-194- upon your heart, that you may be from the warners.
195- (It is) in a clear Arabic language!
196- And certainly, it is (thus prophesied) in the Scriptures of the former ones.
197- So was it not a Sign for them, that those knowledgeable ones from Sons of Israel
shall already know it?
198- So if we thus sent it down (now) upon some “foreigners,”
199- and he thus recites it upon them, they (as already thus been well predicted about
them in those previous Scriptures) would not believe in it.
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200- So We have thus presented it into the hearts of those sinners (now).
201- So they will not believe in it, until they see the painful retribution;
202- and it will come to them suddenly, while they do not perceive! …
(The Quran-Testament 26/192-202)
(** We should, first of all, definitely remember herein that prophet David has already solidly prophesied
about his descendant (=the “Messenger of Covenant”) that he would come out with that --to be renewed-despised “Stone” (=a reference to that “Quran,” which was originally given to prophet Muhammad in the line
of ancestor prophet Ishmael, which was therefore despised by those Jews even in the very beginning; please,
certainly see again Genesis 21/9-13 in this regard), and prophet Isaiah later on gave this remarkable
miraculous information about this descendant of David (=the “Messenger of Covenant” again) further, thus:
====================
9- to whom would he (=the “descendant of David”) impart the knowledge? To whom would he convey the
message? To those just weaned from milk, those taken from the breast?
10- for he will be saying (those 19 coded specific “Words” as):
(on the left side)

(on the right side)

sau, lasau,
sau, lasau;

cau, lacau,
cau, lacau;

here, a little!

there, a little!

11- Yes, with stammering lips and in a --non-hebrew-- “foreign” language he (=the “Messenger of Covenant”)
will speak to this jewish-people!
12- To whom he said: This is the resting place; then give rest to the weary!
Here is repose-- but they would not listen! …
……
16- Therefore, thus says the Lord God: See, I am laying a Stone in “Peak” (=that far away “Desert-City,”
which was strongly indicated by prophet David thus as the ultimate dwelling-place for his future descendant
on this earth; please, see again Psalms 55/6-8 in this regard), a “Stone” (=a reference to that “Quran” again,
just like in Psalms 118/22-26 as already emphasized above) that has been tested. Thus a precious
“Cornerstone” as a sure foundation; he who puts his faith in it shall not be shaken! (Isaiah 28/9-12, 16)
====================
So thereafter, we should also definitely remember herein that (as we have thoroughly witnessed it again
in our first document: Awesome Miracle 1) prophet Muhammad has already firmly prophesied about
his descendant (=the “Messenger of Covenant”) that he would come out --from far West-- with a
text/attitude (=khuluqe) that would be --not exactly the same-- but “similar” to him, and thereafter with a
style/creation (=khalqe) that would be “not similar” to him at all! So as already thus been strongly indicated
by Almighty in the above critical Verses (especially 26/198-199 therein), when this “Messenger of Covenant”
(=descendant of prophet David & descendant of prophet Muhammad) thus comes out in this Final Age,
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thus as a “foreigner” (=ala’jameen) who will be speaking to those Sons of Jacob (=Israeli Jews) thus in a
“non-hebrew” language, and who will be speaking to those Sons of Ishmael (=Saudi Arabs) thus in a
“non-traditional-arabic” language, but with a new and clear “modern Arabic language” (26/195) that would
be rightfully dictated and taught to him now by Almighty, that would be most appropriate and best befitting
with these 19 coded magnificent mathematical Plannings (please, certainly see again that --renewed-The Quran-Testament 98/2-3, and thereby its original modern Arabic: Al-Khabaru text now, in this regard),
many ignorant --especially of those above critical prophecies of prophet David and Isaiah, and then prophet
Muhammad, as we have already thoroughly witnessed them again in our fifth document (=Special Miracle),
and the crucial others as well-- many of these Jews and Arabs shall unfortunately use it as a lame excuse now,
so as definitely not to hearken to this most critical and most beneficial “Messenger/Message of Covenant,”
but to harshly attack and utterly despise and reject it, until they may see the eternal and painful retribution
and humiliation by Almighty, as a just requital for this, in a while, or/and during their death, thereafter!
(please, see now The Quran-Testament 26/192-202 = 17/7-8 & 9/97-98 & 98/6 & 8/50-51 & … in this
regard.)

====================
====================
40- Certainly, it is a Saying (=laqavlu; which is thus also a most basic specific term again referring to
each of His magnificent 19 code & systems, which are mainly always thus created upon perfect twoers/pairs
by Him again, thus as a Commemoration (=Dhekru & Tadhkeratu) herein; 39/23 = 69/40 & 47) of

an honorable Messenger. (The Quran-Testament 69/40)
xxxxxxx

33- … but they made for The Almighty some partners (=shurakaa-a) now; Say: then name
them! Or are you thus informing Him with what He does not know on the earth, or are you
thus following the invalid-ones (=bezaheren) from that Saying (=alqavle; …… )?
No, their scheme has thus been adorned to those who disbelieved, and they have thus been
diverted from the Path! And whomever The Almighty thus makes-stray, there will not be
any Guide for them thereafter! (The Quran-Testament 13/33)
86- And when those partner-makers see their partners (=shurakaa-ahum), they said: Our
Lord, here our partners (=shurakaa-una) that we were demanding on behalf of You!
But (the Angels) threw back at them now --those invalid-ones (=bezaheren) from-- that
Saying (=alqavla; ……), declaring: Certainly, you are liars!
87- And thereupon they threw towards The Almighty that day their surrender; and thus
abandoned them now what they were thus fabricating! (The Quran-Testament 16/86-87)
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68- And your Lord creates however He wants, and chooses; the “choosing” cannot be
for them! So glory to The Almighty, and He is far above/away from what they are
making-partners (=yushrekuuna) --from those invalid-ones (=bezaheren) from that Saying
(=alqavla; ……), as it has already and unmistakably thus been pointed out by Almighty in the above Verses--

(The Quran-Testament 28/68)
(** We should, first of all, definitely remember and know herein that Almighty has created each of
His 19 coded magnificent Plannings --as we have clearly and solidly witnessed it herein, and in each of our
previous documents-- within a most rightful, simple and straightforward principle, every time, that had
absolutely no flaw and no contradiction in it, in no case at all, as He has already truthfully thus promised it
herein, in the first place. (=4/82 & 18/1-2 & 39/28)
So for example, when He has indicated to us His miraculous Planning of those golden “Words” (within
Awesome Miracle 1) at first, in their pure & singular forms, at the very beginning of all those Chapters, we
thereupon immediately counted therein accordingly all those --with or without a definite article-- pure &
singular forms only, of these four golden “Words,” and thus exactly found that most precise and magnificent
19 codes, on both sides, for each of these golden “Words,” therein, at the end. We have never counted any
other (a pronoun attached in their end & plural etc.) forms of any of them, on either side.
Then for example, when He has indicated to us His miraculous Planning of those heavenly “Angels” (within
Majestic Miracle) at first, this time in their pure & plural forms, in that related Verse (78/38), we thereupon
immediately counted therein accordingly all those --with or without a definite article-- pure & plural forms
only, of these heavenly “Angels,” and thus exactly found that most precise and wonderful 19 code therein, for
all of these heavenly “Angels,” at the end. We have never counted again any other (a pronoun attached in their
end & singular etc.) forms of any of them, therein.
Then for example, when He has indicated to us His miraculous Planning of His own grand “Name” (within
Majestic Miracle) at first, this time in its pronun attached & singular form in that related Verse (89/22), we
thereupon immediately counted therein accordingly all those --with or without a definite article-- pronoun
attached & singular forms only, of His own grand Name, and thus exactly found that most precise and
excellent 19 code therein, at the end. We have never counted again any other (pure & singular etc.) forms of
any of them, therein.
So in each and every time, Almighty thus has the only and ultimate authority to create and choose however
He wants (28/68), and after this most rightful, straightforward and clear “choosing,” Almighty has the only
and ultimate capability again to rightfully execute it, without any flaw and without any contradiction therein
at all, on both sides, as we have profoundly and solidly witnessed it within each of His magnificent Plannings,
thus in all of those previous documents. But those who would not really comprehend and rightfully accept
this ultimate authority, and then thereupon this most rightful, simple and straightforward, and then wholly
perfect executive capability of Almighty, and instead would flatly reject now to recognize this most critical
and most beneficial “Messenger/Message of Covenant,” in front of all these cyristal clear and most powerful
proofs, in this Final Age, therefore will still continue to ardently strive thereafter against it, thus wrongfully
seeking to nullify it, especially by demanding and thus unjustly making-partners those “invalid” (unintended
by Almighty due to those most equitable, simple and straightforward reasons and principles stated above)
forms from this “Saying” each and every time (13/33 & 16/86), until they go to Almighty in the hereafter,
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to sharply perceive therein that they themselves thus were the true liars, and the impostors, and the
unjust ones, who have thus wrongfully fought against Almighty’s these --numerically and logically-ultimately perfect and purely flawless Plannings, on both sides, herein, thus wrongfully seeking to corrupt,
maim and damage them, on both sides, for eternity; and so they themselves may accordingly and justly be
corrupted, maimed and damaged by Almighty (most especially, perhaps through His rightful intervention
therein also within their DNA code this/that time, which is also to be perfectly created in a mathematical
precision and pairs, just like His 19 coded perfect pairs herein/therein, to work just and properly, on both
sides; please, also certainly see now The Testament 36/36 = 51/21 in this regard) for eternity; if they do not
repent and return from their these utterly wrongful and unjust ways to Almighty’s those most rightful and
perfect Ways immediately herein, before it may be too late, thereafter! (23/69-71 & 33/64-68) (41/40 &
34/5 & 10/27 & 20/125-127 & …)

====================

(*But of course, if there can be found --numerical, or logical-- any real contradiction, or a real flaw in any of
these 19 coded Plannings, then it must certainly be taken into serious consideration, and solemnly be
reevaluated; and if it is just a mistake due to some probable personal shortcomings of the Messenger, then
Almighty may perfectly correct it thereafter, and thus can establish His magnificent Planning in its ultimately
perfect condition, after this --if/when something like this actually occurs. (then please, certainly also see now
The Quran-Testament 34/50 & 22/52-55 in this regard.)
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So let Peace and eternal Serenity be again upon all those righteous believers (from among
those Jews, Christians, Arabs, all Others) herein, who --after those hugely significant two
fundamental miraculous “Awesome” holy Plannings, as we have manifestly witnessed them
in our first two most critical documents-- will also hearken thereafter to this ninth
very critical miraculous “Celestial” holy Planning herein, in this most anticipated Final Age,
and so thereafter shall wholeheartedly sit and also work on this, and thus witness and
personally verify this too, with their own ears and eyes and minds herein, for their own
eternal Salvation and benefits in the sight of Almighty, forever! (please, certainly see again
The Testament 39/23, 33-35 & 74/26-40 in this regard.)

Metin/Messenger of Covenant

